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THE SOARING OF CONDORS, THE FLIGHT OF A STONE 

Slicing through the fog like a knife~-pushing it aside 

like the Queen Mary--flying like a bird, falling like a 

stone. They say all your life flashes before your eyes like 

Burma-Shave signs. Not much time. Have to move fast. Won-

der how long it will take? Waiting is the hardest part. 

Like waiting for a birthday party hanging from an apple tree 

by your knees. "Don't get your clothes dirty," she says, 

never lets me do what I want to do. Never lets me have any 

fun. Can't play "rough" games. Can't play with the "rough" 

kids. Always have to be clean and starched. A little 

gentleman--a miniature adult. "Be responsible." 'fee 

mature." Don't be a kid. Tells me every move to make 

"because I love you," she says; "because you are my world." 

No, don't think for yourself. Mommy will think for you. 

Wonder what daddy was like. Wonder where he is. He ought 

to be here. "Mommy loves you enough that we don't need any 

old daddy." "Do you love mommy?" "Would you like to marry 

mommy and take care of her when you grow up?" "Good little 

men take care of their mommies when they grow up." "If you 

love mommy you will do what mommy tells you." "Mommy wants 

to take good care of you, so be careful." "If anything 

happened to her little man, mommy would just die." "Don't 

do anything to worry mommy." Always worrying. You'd think 



a guy like to get dirty twenty minutes before a party. 

Nobody wants all the kids to see him in a mess but who's 

gonna get dirty hanging around on an old tree, anyway? 

Swinging back and forth like one of those monkeys in the 

zoo. Back and forth. The entire world upside down 

blue earth, dirty sky. "Get down from there!" Never wants 

a guy to have any fun. Just hanging in a tree waiting. 

Got to go inside and wait. Hard for a guy to wait. Pre-

sents, cake, ice cream--got to wait. 

Maybe that was the trouble. I always had to wait. 

Never wanted to. Hard to wait. Nothing seems to move fast 

enough. Even now! But the party did happen. Presents, 

ice cream, cake--all of it. Just like school. Each day 

was a year--each year like ten. Even girls. The summer 

before college. She was pretty--known her all my life. 

Thought I was in love. She thought she loved me. Good 

summer. All grown up. Can't play at love like kids any 

more. Under the moon, her perfume, the musty smell of her 

warm, moist body, the breeze, crickets chirping. Asked 

her if she would. Just because we loved each other and 

wanted to. She looked shocked--maybe a little hurt. "Do 

you think I am that kind of girl?" Tried to explain. 

Wouldn't let me close to her. Called me an "animal," a 

"pervert!" Good God! She sounds like my mother; "Sex 

is nasty. Girls will let you take advantage of them just 

so they can get their filthy hooks into you." Small town, 



small world, small mind. No more of her--none of her! Got 

to go away! College--the great world. Opportunity. Not 

so many like her there. College girls understand. College 
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women. First days confusion; first years indecision; im-

patience and frustration in the end. Protests, demon-

strations—anything that came along. Don't really know why 

except that the world seemed determined to keep me from 

being anything or doing anything. Out of the frying pan 

and into the fire. Tough shit, Catfish! Leave home to 

get away from one mother only to find out that there is one 

everywhere you turn. Everybody "older and wiser" wants to 

tell you what to do. "For your own good," of course. God 

damn establishment! They've got the hammer and love to 

use it. "Suffer; strive; make yourself into our own image 

and all things will come in due time." Hard work, poverty, 

waiting. Never could stand to wait. 

Waiting. Tried to end it, but even now the waiting 

is intolerable. Never thought it could take so long. 

Almost as if the fog is holding me up. Everything against 

me. World won't let you live--won't let you die. Would 

have stopped me if they had known. Not fair! Man ought 

to have freedom. Follow the sun. 

The sun never looked so bright back home--not even 

in college. Got out, finally. Remember it. Black robes, 

mortarboards, sun beating down, boiling heat, smiles, 



congratulations, dead-fish handshakes, parchment tied with 

a ribbon. Passport to riches and success. Good luck, 

fella! World full of new parchments. Fat businessmen. 

"Died for your country, son?" No, not yet. "I tried to, 

but they said I was too important. Can't have anyone who 

hasn't died for his country, son. Sorry." Can't get a job 

anywhere. Got to die for my country first, or at least 

make a damn stiff try. Can't stay here. Can't go home. 

Sun goes west. Why not? At least it's warm. Won't freeze 

to death. Little bit of money, old suitcase, thumb pointing 

down the road. Pretty soon no money. Got to make some. 

Picking fruit. Arizona sun beating down. Sheepskin under 

my arm picking fruit. Stayed alive. Saved a little. Not 

a bad experience, really. Bright sun, clean air, no wor-

ries. Some nice people around there. Sort of enjoyed it. 

Nobody pushing you. Old farmer paying out his fifty cents' 

an hour with a warm smile. Woman at the pub. Bleached 

hair, thick make-up (green around the eyes), wide, painted 

mouth, wrinkles on the cheeks, arms sagging just below the 

armpit. Been through the wars. Knew what it was all about. 

Gave me credit and occasionally donated a fishbowl of suds. 

Nice old gal. Liked her, she liked me. Seemed to know 

what it was all about. That helped. Finally had to move 

on though. Many suns passed over me. Had to follow this 

one. Out with the thumb--on to the streets of gold. 



Streets of gold! Big Joke! Walked across that bridge 

over the Colorado. Hotter than Hell. Fry an egg on the 

pavement in two minutes flat. Dirt, hot wind, sweat running 

into my eyes. Sun cooked my brains--just like the Okies. 

Thumb out and on down the road. Over the mountains and 

down the other side. Before me beautiful vineyards, orchards, 

fields of vegetables. Back to picking fruit. Almost there, 

though. 

Almost there? Where? San Francisco. Sure! Finally 

made it. The edge of the earth--no place left to go. Got 

to make a stand if I can remember how. Got tqo used to 

running. Decided to look around. Walked up fyill, down 

hill, around hill. Finally along the Embarcadero-- the 

cliff house--Golden Gate park--Amundsen's ship. Walked 

across and sat on the sand, leaned against the sea wall, 

looked out at the gray water. Wind blowing, misty, a little 

fog. Cold. Why didn't somebody tell me that it would be 

cold here? Didn't ask, I guess. Damn it all! Roast a 

while and then freeze. Who said I wouldn't freeze out here? 

Not me! Maybe it was. I'm here anyway. Got to make a 

stand. 

Stand is right. Standing in this line, standing in 

that line. People everywhere. All kinds. Some of them 

look like me. Wonder if they are? Hell of a world! Fin-

ally got a job pearldiving in a cafe. Better than cleaning 

fish. Some choice! 



Choice. Free choice. Pursuit of happiness. The 

American dream. HAH! See it everywhere everyday. Choose 

not to work and off to jail. Vagrancy. Shelter, food, a 

bed. Not so bad except the company and the indignation. 

Get out and look for a job--no more dishes. Go down to 

the beach where all the rest of the bums hang out. Artists, 

poets, demonstrators. Grow a beard and ban the bomb, 

that's the ticket! Never bother you if you have a beard--

tourist attraction. Some stand, some life. Not running 

anymore. Hiding. An ostrich. Hide your head in the sand 

and get your tail stepped on. Sheepskin under my arm 

hiding my head. Not everybody can have a college-trained 

head and be a bum. No good being a bum. Got to find my-

self. Got to! No place left to go. Got to see the way 

back from the edge. Can't fly over it all. 

"Fly!" That's what he said, the one with the greasy 

beard and bloodshot eyes. "Man, the world is pure crap 

until you fly up and get a good look. You can wade around 

in it the rest of your life and never see anything. There 

is only one way, one real experience." Experience? Way? 

What experience? What way? "Acid, man! You know. Morning 

glory seeds--peyote buds--L.S.D. It's the only way to fly. 

It's like seeing music and hearing color. It's a wild ride. 

The only way to see yourself. You can stand beside your-

self and look and examine and question and really see. 



I mean like really know yourself. No secrets this way." 

It sounded good. Cheap, too. One dollar, no tax. 

He was right about one thing, it was a wild ride. I 
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can still remember it. Never forget it as a matter of fact. 

One little white capsule. Started sweating first thing. 

Took all my clothes off and stretched out on the bed. 

Terribly thirsty. Got a drink of water--tasted terrible 

like rotting wood and chlorine; not like water. Maybe beer. 

No chance-- tasted like malt and yeast, not like beer. Cheese 

tasted like sand. Sucked an orange--didn't taste like an 

orange. A little frightening. Looked at myself, didn't 

see me. Saw blood vessels, bones--no flesh. Little fright-

ening, hell! Light started hurting my eyes. Turned off the 

light, drew the shades. Stretched out on the bed again. 

Looked around--saw little beams of light coming in around 

the shades, around the joint of ceiling and walls, under 

the door! Places no light had ever come in before. Could 

see like day. Held my hand in front of my eyes. Still no 

flesh--only bone. A skeleton hand. Somebody started talking 

to me. Nobody there! Not my voice--mind's voice. Talked, 

taunted, sang, danced around. Started seeing things. Colors, 

shapes, patterns, strange things--monsters. Monsters from 

the id. Huge, gross, ugly things. Not me--yeah, me. 

Never saw this in myself before. Greedy; a glutton. Self-

ish. No talent. No real ambition. Saw myself running from 
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ghosts, phantoms. Heard people talking outside, whispering, 

really. Heard every word. Must be night now--not so much 

light. Won't hurt my eyes. Got to get out. See people--

hear them. 

Got dressed and went out. Walked--no pavement. Like 

marshmallow. Hard to balance. Rainbow street lights. Neon 

with arcs flashing in the tubes. People talking everywhere. 

Heard them from across the street--not words, heard the 

meaning. Saw people--not what they looked like--what they 

really were. A whore in the shadows. Saw her like daylight. 

Under the make-up and dress, saw her soul. Lost, shutting 

out the world. Went into a cafe, sat down. Could hear 

private conversations all over the room. Could see if 

people were happy or not; happy with each other or not. Saw 

the conflicts, the happiness. Went out onto the street again. 

Walked the marshmallow pavement down the hill and into a cof-

fee house. Saw the people. Under the beards, long hair, 

white eye shadow, the phony fronts--people; all phony. 

Being something; not really--just being. Playing at it. 

The folk songs not really folksongs--just being cool. The 

guitar strings vibrating; not music--just pulses and notes 

in my ears. The poets not really poets; just playing at it 

saying nothing--being cool--no message, just frustration. 

Can't live in the world so they create one. Para-world. 

No meaning--no direction. Be against it--that's cool. 

Prefer not to--that's even cooler. Non-conformists. Can't 



tell them apart, without a program. Be different--be just 

alike. Join the non-conformist fraternity. No middle-class 

morality. Laugh at it — destroy it. That's cool. Don't 

lose it--don't drop your dime. Keep being--that's cool. 

Couldn't stand it. Saw myself in all.of them. Hated 

them all--hated myself. Went out, tried to leave myself 

behind. Fog rolling in. Ultimate privacy. Just me and 

myself and the monsters from the id. Just no escape--NO 

ESCAPE! 

Getting late. Starting to wear off. Got to get back 

to the room--have to lie down. No more marshmallow streets. 

Rough, hard--hurt my feet. No shoes--must have forgotten 

them. Taste the fog. Hear it passing my ears. Thirsty, 

hungry. Got to get back to the room while still can. 

Walking--seem to stand still. Cars passing seem to be 

barely moving. Fast is slow--slow is nothing. Never get 

home. Home! Room with a bed and an ice-box. Five a week, 

bedbugs and cockroaches free. 

Bedbugs and cockroaches still there. Looked at me--

I looked at them. Talked, stood up and talked. Laughed, 

bit me. Take over the world--got to kill them, make the 

world safe for democracy. Get a shoB--kill them. Crawling 

around--smashing them. Them scurrying, laughing at me. 

Take over the world! Got to kill them! Them scurrying and 

laughing at me. Little feet tapping on the floor. Laughter 

growing distant, echoing, growing fainter. Where do they 
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come from; where do they go? Always infiltrating like 

shadows. Mind swimming, guts tied in knots, veins burning, 

feet burning. Oh, my burning feet--my burning feet of fire. 

Feet flaming--running across the clouds--FLYING! Soaring 

like a condor--falling like a stone. Falling--falling--

failing. 

Finally awoke. My own vomit all over me. Didn't know 

there was anything to throw up. Dirt and filth from the 

floor in my hair, on my face. Cockroaches feasting on my 

vomit, crawling on me. Made my flesh crawl. Felt sick. 

Had to clean up, cleanse myself. Must have been what they 

call a bad trip--yeah, a real bad one. You look at your-

self, better make sure that you've got something worth 

looking at. I didn't. Nothing. Got to clean up. Shave 

off the beard. Get outside in the sun. Look at the world--

see if it's still a ball of crap. 

It's a little different--maybe it's me that's different, 

I was a little right--a little wrong. Maybe--maybe not. 

Wait and see. Go down to the beach and look at the bay. 

Maybe get something to eat a little later. Soft sand, sea-

breeze, sun, birds flying around above--above everything. 

Be great to just take off and fly--escape the bonds of 

earth. Freedom--escape. NO! No good. Still running. Got 

to make a stand. Fend off the world. That's a laugh! 

Fend off the world. It was here first, exercising complete 

control. I'm the way I am because the world forced me to 
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be. Wouldn't let the pressure off--kept the screws down 

tight. The pressure rises, screw the lid down tighter. No 

release except denial. Maybe not even then. Not dog eat 

dog like the sea--let you die slowly for no purpose. Better 

to be a fish--got a fighting chance. Fight other fish--

fight the birds. Big birds. No--girls walking along the 

beach, splashing in the water. Two girls with long, 

straight, stringy hair. No make-up. Sweatshirts with 

tattered cut-off sleeves, faded bluejeans with frayed cut-

off legs. Seen them before? Maybe last night. Maybe not. 

Some just like them, certainly. Students? No telling. 

Maybe they understand--maybe they prefer not to. Not to 

what? Anything. Who knows? Against something? What? I 

don't know. They probably don't either. Maybe they have 

the answer. Ignore it--be oblivious. Create a private 

world. Laugh at the real one, it'll go away. Which one is 

real? Maybe theirs--maybe not. Who knows? 

"Who knows," he said, the guy in the park. "Who knows 

what tomorrow will bring," he said to the small crowd of 

people. "Only God has the answer. If we keep on with the 

war and hate, the next step is total destruction of the 

world. Small war today, the bomb tomorrow. Brothers, we 

must band together for salvation. Be at peace with God when 

the end comes. Today may be too late. There may be a mis-

sile streaking this way right now. Prayer is the only 

answer. Love, not hate, will save the world. The world 
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is what the leaders have made it. But they hate! All over 

the world, people are wondering where the world is going; 

where they stand in it; what is in it for them. All over 

the world people are turning to suicide as the answer. It 

is not! It is a terrible thing. It is a terrible sin! The 

leaders are forcing people to it because they hate. They 

must be opposed with love. Their decisions are based upon 

hate, not love. Hate warps their moral judgment. Love is 

the only way. Love does not kill. Hate blinds. Love-en-

lightens. The outcome is decided. It has been predicted 

in the Bible. The outcome is certain but the time is un-

decided. Only love can give us the moral standards to 

survive. Love, my brethren. Love is the only way. 

Love--" 

Love. That word faded as I walked away. Love. Seen 

little enough of it. Love. A world of hate. A world of 

injustice. Every prophet with a soap-box has the answer. 

Go up on a mountain and wait for the end. No end comes. 

What do you do for an encore? Back to the drawing board. 

God? Great planner? Planned my life of misery and frustra-

tion. Even he is against me. God against me--world against 

me. No hope. NO! NO! Get hold of yourself. Edge of the 

earth. Got to make a stand. Can't be pushed off. 

Pushed off. Shouldered out of the way. People passing 

by. In a hurry--pushing, shoving. Always after the buck. 

Somebody has to lose--ME! Why me? I had nothing to start 
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with. Why take what little I have now? Ruthless, relent-

less. Keep a man down. Don't let him up, he may survive 

or even worse be a success. Survive? Success? Got to 
j 

survive anyway. How? Destroy everything. Start over. 

Let God build it again. Why? So I can suffer again? Me, 

sacrificed to the gods of society. NO! Not again. No 

more for me. Got to save this life. Got to survive. Work 

hard and get nothing for it. They're all against me! Got 

to survive. Not going to feed them anymore. Going to 

feed me for a change. 

Feed me. Yeah. Still hungry. Got to eat. See how 

much money I've got--not much. Couple of dollars and some 

change. Find some cheap place. Cheap world, cheap food. 

There's a likely spot--looks cheap all right. Greasy 

spoon* Just like all the rest. Muscatel bottles in the 

gutter along with the drunks. That's the real world--a 

gutter--a sewer. 

A sewer. Food tastes like garbage. Ought to be in a 

sewer. But it's cheap. First consideration. Got to eat 

to stay alive. Got to stretch each buck as far as it will 

go. How much garbage for a buck? The buck! That's what 

makes the world turn. You got money, the world is yours. 

You haven't got it, you're garbage. Some world! Who wants 

it? Millions of pieces of garbage in the world. No choice. 

Maybe Lenin and Marx were right. Mediocrity. Anything is 

better than this. Give a little to everybody and nobody 
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starves. Hypocrites! All of them, hypocrites! They don't 

want garbage.' Everybody's equal, just that some are more 

equal than others. They starve over there, we starve over 

here. No differences. They lie about equality; we lie 

about opportunity. Hell of a world. 

Hell, I wonder about that. That guy in the park with 

God and love and all that crap--what's it all about? Sun-

day school, churches, all that--what's it all about? They 

talk about living forever. Who needs it? Not me, not 

like this. Maybe death is the end. He said suicide is not 

the answer. What does he know? God does things to a guy 

like me. Lets the world do it. Hell. That's more like it! 

Hell on earth. What could be worse than this? Heaven. 

Every man according to what he deserves. Billy Graham on 

a rollerskate and me with a million bucks and a Rolls. Fat 

Chance! You gotta be a stockholder. No way out. Lousy 

life, lousy eternity. Great big dung heap in the sky. 

Happy shovelling ground. Better death should be the end. 

Finis! Got to be rest and escape for guys like me. Who 

wants to live forever? Not me! Life has already taken its 

shots at me. No more! No spiritual shooting gallery for 

me. I've had it. Just walk off and leave. To hell with 

the world. Just walk off and leave it. 

Walk off, that's the stroke. Always think better 

when I walk. Especially in the fog. Fog is good. Privacy. 

No intruders. No sound. Can't get to you in the fog. 
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Walk toward the bay maybe. Yeah, that's it. Toward the 

bay. Think--got to think. No prospects, no chance, no 

money. Hell of a life. Life! What do you do with it? 

Why do people struggle to hang on to it? The world won't 

let you live, won't let you die. They say the fuzz stretch 

nets below the bridges on foggy nights especially around 

Christmas. That's the busy season. Hell of a trick 

catching people in nets like fish. Haul them off to jail. 

Hell of a note. Won't let you live, won't let you die. 

Crappy world. 

Real crappy world. Won't let a guy die if he wants to. 

Not Christmas now. Nobody jumps in August. Bad season for 

jumping. Sharks in the bay in August. Keep walking. That's 

it, keep walking and keep thinking. Ah, there's the bridge. 

Long one. High. Walk across on the foot path. In the fog 

the bridge is invisible. High above mother sea. Just like 

a bird above it. Can't see it. Quiet. Nobody around. 

Can't see anything. Can't see the water. Gray fog, sea 

far below. The sea; womb of life. Bad day when the first 

fish crawled out on the land. Land--can't see it any more. 

Should never have come out here. Walked off the edge. 

Can't go back. Can't make a stand. Already off the edge. 

I let them push me off the edge. Only one thing left. Take 

off this grubby coat and leave it behind so they can see 

what they have done. Who gives a damn! One more piece of 

garbage in the bay. Yeah, back to the sea; back to where 
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it all began. To hell with the world and everybody on 

it. I'm getting off! 

Off with the shoes and up on the rail. Toes over the 

edge. Fly like a bird for a while. Swan dive maybe. Got 

to have a little class. That's it, just lean off. Arms 

out, ankles together. Just sail out. Slip the surly bonds 

of earth. Soar. Great! That's it. It's done. Here I 

come, mother. 

Slicing through the fog like a knife--pushing it 

aside like the Queen Mary--flying like a bird, falling like 

a stone. They say your life flashes before your eyes like 

Burma-Shave signs. I don't want to see it. I've been 

there. God, let me fall, let me die. The fog seems to be 

holding me up. Why is it taking so long? Never thought 

it would take so long. Why don't I hit? They won't even 

let you die. Why don't I--



PHOENIX 

"Another suicide?" 

"Yeah." 

"Take him down and stick him in a hole until we can 
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get around to him. How many does that miake so far this 

year?" 

"Dunno. Lost count a while back." 

"These types are really low. Maybe if they knew how 

they were going to end up there wouldn't be so many of them." 

"Don't count on it. There'll always be some who want 

an easy way out. They think their hell is the only one. 

Anyway, if it wasn't for them things would get pretty dull 

down here." 

"You better get him down to the caves and salt him 

away." 

"Come on, Harry, and don't drop him. We don't want to 

deliver any damaged goods." 

"Man, I hate to go down there. The smell's awful and 

the screaming gives me the willies." 

"What's really bad is when they start climbing the 

walls. They don't know why they're here. All they do 

know is that they want out, but there's no way." 

"They all say the same thing: 'I haven't done any-

thing'. But we know better, don't we?" 
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Off in the distance a bell sounds, or is it a hammer 

striking an anvil? Nauseating smells and sounds of anguish. 

The moans and screams of damned souls. Hard, cold stone 

bed--got to move, get up. 

"Hey Charlie, this one's movin'. Man, has he got a 

surprise comin'! They never expect to wind up down here. 

Always the same. Scares hell out of them at first. Never 

expect to be rubbing elbows with common sinners." 

"That's very funny; scares hell out of them." 

Thought it would be over, but it's not. Not the end 

of everything. No end to anything. Why not just cease 

to exist? No, that would be too easy. Ringing of bells--

maybe a hammer striking an anvil. Cold, hard bed--thought 

it was supposed to be hot down here. The screaming, moaning 

--the smell. Not the right smell but bad anyway. What does 

it look like? Can't open my eyes, can hardly move anything. 

All black inside, terror outside. Insane vengence. Haven't 

I suffered enough? The chosen forever chosen, the damned 

forever damned. Why do I have to suffer? Can't live a life, 

can't resign. One life like another--each world like the 

last. How long is eternity? Which level for suicides? Not 

the highest--maybe the lowest. Have to die again and again. 

Never any peace. Bodies falling on me, tripping over me. 

Four liquids making a moat around my body. Can't move, got 

to get up. Can't get up. Got to think. Can't even do that 

any more. Darkness closing in, mind slipping away. Falling 
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again. Oh no, not again! Isn't once enough? Do I have 

to do it again? Why couldn't I do it just once and then 

everything end? How many times do I have to do it? How 

many times--

"What do-they do with them when they come around? 

Don't leave them here do they?" 

"Naw, they take 'em and really string 'em out. They 

gotta feel guilty and suffer first. Then they start picking 

their brains." 

"Poor bastards! I'd sure hate to be one of 'em. You'd 

think they'd been punished enough already. I mean, suicide 

must be the slowest way." 

"That's pretty bad, but not as bad as dying over and 

over again. No mercy--they make 'em die over and over 

again." 

"Does your heart good to see somebody worse off than 

you are." 

"That's the spirit! Keep talking like that and you'll 

be over on the other side pretty soon." 

"Me be a grave robber! You gotta be kiddin'!" 

"Watch out! Here comes one of those blood suckers 

now." 

"You slobs are awful quiet tonight. Whatsa matter, 

no preachers in this load? Has that one come around yet?" 

"He moved a while ago, but nothing since." 
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"I want him as soon as he comes around, so give a 

holler." 

Darkness fading from black to gray, light creeping in 

around the edges. Muffled voices. Movement all around. 

Creeping, crawling things brushing against me. What are 

they? Men? Animals? What? Not falling any more. Some-

thing solid under me. Got to get my bearings. Got to open 

my eyes and see. Got to sit up and find out where I am. 

Don't really want to know, but I've got to find out. If 

death wasn't the end, there's only one place I can be. 

"Hey, he's moving. Call the blood sucker." 

"Naw, keep quiet. Give the poor slob a break. He'll 

get his soon enough." 

"Yeah, might as well give him a few minutes to him-

self before they start on him." 

"Say buddy, you gonna make it all right?" 

Voices coming closer. Buddy? All right? What's 

going on? Somebody talking to me? Got to open my eyes. 

Got to sit up. Got to find out. 

"Guess he's not really here yet." 

"Shake him or something. Piss on him. Anything. Just 

get him to come around." 

Voices, hands grasping, clutching, shaking. Leave me 

alone! No! Don't move me! I hurt all over. Leave me 

alone. Got to tell them. Got to see them. Maybe I 

shouldn't but I've got to. 
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"There. At least he's sitting up now." 

"Wouldn't be if the wall wasn't there. Look! His 

eyes are opening." 

Everything blurred. Got to focus. Just shapes and 

shades of gray. Blink. Clear your eyes. That's it. Godl 

Where am I? Men crouched over in corners, lying on the 

floor in their own filth. Two perched over me like gar-

goyles or harpies or something. Looking, leering. One 

writhing around in the filth like he's fighting snakes. 

"Say, fella, how are you feeling?" 

Leave me alone. Go away! 

"Say something. Don't just sit there. You can talk, 

can't you?" 

I don't want to talk! Just leave me alone. 

"What's the matter with him?" 

"I don't know. Just leave him be." 

"Think we ought to call the--" 

"No. He'll be back soon enough." 

"Speak of the devil--" 

"You were supposed to let me know when he came to. You 

fuck-ups can't do anything right. You couldn't pour piss 

out of a boot." 

He looks like a pleasant one. Wonder if I'm his per-

sonal project. 

"Hey you! Come over here." 
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If you want me, you'll have to come get me. 

"Can you walk?" 

None of your business. 

"Can you talk? Say something." 

"He wouldn't talk to us either." 

"Come on! Get your ass over here!" 

No chance. You're Mohammed and I'm the mountain. 

"Get up!" 

Get your grimy hands off of me. Quit pulling, my 

arm might come off. 

"Hey man, don't bug him. He can make it plenty rough 

on you. Understand?" 

What can they do to a dead man? If they want me to go 

anywhere, they're gonna have to drag me. 

"Why won't he talk?" 

"I dunno. Maybe he lit on his head." 

"You two get out of the way. Come on, Harry. You 

grab one arm and I'll get the other. Get him on his feet. 

Maybe then he'll walk." 

"Nope. He's like a rag doll. He ain't gonna cooperate." 

"We'll drag him then. They want him upstairs." 

They may want me but I'm not gonna help. You want 

me to go anywhere, you're gonna have to drag me. Dead men 

don't walk. 
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"Come on, fella. Walk. What's the matter? Say 

something." 

"Don't bother. He hasn't said a word since he's been 

here." 

"Lets go up the easy way." 

"Good idea. I don't want to drag him up the stairs. 

He's too heavy." 

That's it, boys. You don't want to get a hernia. Do 

it the easy way. Sorry bastards! 

"Here he is, sarge. What do you want to do with him?" 

"Strip him down, wash him, de-louse him, and put him 

in some clean clothes." 

"What for?" 

"Anybody who's been in the tank for very long smells 

pretty bad. Right?" 

"Right." 

"And you know how those head shrinkers over in the 

psychiatric wing hate bad smells. Right?" 

"Right." 

"So get to it!" 

"O.K." 

Tank? Head shrinkers? Psychiatric wing? Thought I 

was dead and gone to hell. Guess I was in a kind of hell. 

Was! Still am. Once a failure, always a failure. Couldn't 

even kill myself. That takes real talentl Jesusl Anybody 
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can die but me. No, not me. Guess hell is being alive. 

Maybe I really did die and my punishment is having to live 

again. God damn! Why me? Why couldn't I have ended it 

all? 

"Come on. Lets get him stripped and in the shower. 

If he won't wash himself, we'll just make him sit under 

the spray." 

Poetic injustice. Try to drown myself and what hap-

pens? I end up sitting on the floor with water spraying 

all over me. Talk about irony! Oh well, guess I might 

as well cooperate. But they're gonna play hell getting 

me to tell them anything! 

"Here's some soap. If you want a scrubdown, you'll 

have to do it yourself." 

That's all right. I wouldn't want you to get wet. I 

know it's not time for your monthly bath. 

"Hey! He's up on his feet' He's washing himself!" 

"When you get through, there's some clean clothes on 

the table and a towel over here." 

"I don't get it. First he won't move and now he will. 

But he still won't talk. What's buggin' him?" 

"I don't know. You know how these psychos are." 

They think I'm crazy. That's really something. I'm 

probably the last sane man in the world. I see they have 

the standard uniform for jfoe to put on. That figures. 
\ 

Everybody has to look like everybody else. 
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"O.K. Lets go over to the psychiatric wing. If you're 

smart, you'11'tell them everything they want to know." 

What's in my head is none of their God damn business. 

Why should I let them put my soul under a microscope? 

They're probably just trying to drum up business. I'm 

not going to be a case study for some do-gooder. Maybe 

that's why I didn't make it. If it wasn't for guys like 

me, they'd be out of a job. Smells like a pretty fishy 

plot to me. Everybody wants to make a buck off the poor 

schnook. They all get together and push people until they 

crack and then round them up. "Oh you poor sick boy," 

they say. "You need help." I don't need any help, but 

they need jobs. Just think. Right now there's some kid 

being born and they'll keep the pressure on him until he 

cracks and then they'll swoop down like angels of mercy 

and make him all well again, for a slight fee, of course. 

"In here. Hi, doc." 

Doc, hell. He's an orderly. They don't even know 

the difference. Maybe there isn't any. 

"Hi. This the jumper?" 

"Yeah." 

"He need a strait jacket?" 

"Naw. He's not violent." 

"Oh. O.K. I'll take him on in. See you guys later." 
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This cat's a real numbskull. He doesn't know his ass 

from a hole in the ground. Come to think of it, there may 

be a strong family resemblance. 

"So you're a good boy. Well, we'll just get you a 

gown and put you to bed." 

At least the bed's not bad. Never did like these gowns 

though. Oh well, can't have everything. Mother used to 

make me sleep in a gown. Hated it. Wonder if she's part 

of the plot. Oh boy! Two more of those fairy orderlies 

have shown up. At least they're not licking their chops. 

Maybe they'll leave me alone and go down to the morgue for 

a cool one. 

"You two grab his arms and hold him down." 

What the hell is going on? What's that clod doing 

with that needle? 

"Hold still. A little pentathol will make you feel 

all better." 

Pentathol! Those dirty bastards don't take any chances, 

do they? Got to fight it. Won't put me under. Got to--

"That takes care of him. He'll be out for a long 

time. Remember, the doc wants to see him as soon as he 

wakes up. Lets go." 

All gray. Everything's gray like the fog. Fog? Oh 

yeah, the fog. The bridge-^ couldn't see. Private. Like 

my mind. Private. Got to end it. Can't go on--can't live 

like this. Nobody gives a\damn. Bleed you dry and then 
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throw you away like a squeezed orange. Give you hopes and 

dreams. Let you believe, suffer to achieve. Take your 

money. Sit back and laugh. They know--knew all along. 

Never tell anybody they're not going to make it. Too easy 

that way. Let them work and suffer and then make sure 

they're not going to make it. Power of life and death. 

They've got it made. Make sure you don't make it. Afraid 

it'll get too crowded at the top. Insecure so they ruin 

you. Won't let you. "Won't let you?" Yeah. She says I 

might get skinned up or sunburned or something. "Aw come 

on. You're k i d d i n ' N a w , she never lets me play rough 

games. "Baseball's not rough." She says it is and won't 

let me play. Never did let me. Had to take care of her 

little man. Always clean, pressed. "Good little boys al-

ways do what their mommies tell them because they love 

their mommies." "Study real hard so you will make good 

grades. If you love mommy you'll make good grades." Sure, 

mom. Good grades. Study hard. Get tired. Want to relax, 

go out. "If you go, mommy'11 be lonesome." But I just 

want to get out of the house for a while. "Sure. Go out 

with that rough crowd and drink and smoke and all. Good 

boys don't do that." But mom! All I wanted to do was take 

Cindy to the movies. "Oh! Thats all! Take her out and 

leave me here all alone. And that girl yet. I've heard 

talk about her." Please mom. She's a nice girl and I like 

her. "I know about that kind of girl. All she wants is to 
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get you away from me and leave me all alone." We'll be home 

early. "We is it now! I don't want you to have anything to 

do with her or her kind." But mom! "Promise me!" But mom! 

"If you love me you'll promise. Swear it on the Bible." 

I swear. Swear this one, swear that one. Probably the only 

guy in school who's never had a date. Oh God! If she ever 

found out what happened that night. But I'm human! Not 

supposed to be, though. Not an "ordinary" human. Mom, I 

want a summer job. "What kind of job?" Well--. "You're 

too good for that kind of work." But mom! "No! You'd 

rather stay home with me anyway." Maybe I ought to join 

the army. "That's the most ridiculous thing I've ever 

heard. You in there with all that scum." But I'll prob-

ably get drafted anyway, sooner or later. Might as well 

get it over with now. "Don't worry. You won't have to go. 

Mommy's already taken care of that." Wonder what she did. 

Cry? Beg? Screw all the guys on the local board? "You're 

going to college and the army won't bother you. You're my 

only child\" But mom! I don't have the money. "That's ^ 

all right. Mommy will scrimp and save and take in washing 

if she has to because mommy loves you. You can go to college 

and get a good education and when you get out, you can get 

a good executive position suitable for you. Then you can 

take care of mommy and we will be so happy together. Mommy 

knows you will want to take care o£ her because you love her 
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and are a grateful son." But mom, I might get married. 

"Don't be silly. Why should you get married as long as 

you have me? So you go away and--" Go away? Damn 

whistlin' betcha! As far as X could get. Oedipus didn't 

know the difference, but I do. Somebody always trying to 

strangle you. Took me a while to wake up to the facts, 

but when I did wake up--

"Wake up! Wake up! The doctor's here. Come on, 

wake up." 

Everything blurry. Like looking through water. Maybe 

I've come back as a goldfish. 

"Look alive! Don't just lie there." 

Alive? Oh yeah. I'm still alive. The story of a 

colossal failure. 

"That's it. Blink the baby blues. O.K., doc, he's 

all yours." v 

"Well, I see you took Yourself a long nap, 
v 

Yeah. You and your storjn troopers gave me a lot of 

choice, didn't you? 

but you seem to be with us again. Feel more rested 

now? But you didn't get near the rest you intended, did 

you? Ha, ha, ha, ha, 

That's it, laugh! That's what hyenas do best. What 

do you do for real jollies? Follow ambulances around and 

lick the blood off the streets? 

"Anyway, how are you feeling?" 
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Come on, jackal. Look concerned over this poor dis-

turbed boy lying here craving your tender words that will 

heal his deepest wounds. 

"You can talk to me. Really. I'm not fuzz." 

That's it! Get down on my level. Throw in a little 

common gutter parlance. Win my confidence. Next he'll make 

a crack about pussy or something and give me a sly wink. 

Bet that really wins a lot people over. Shows he's really 

human and not quite a god. 

"What's the matter, boy? Knock some little girl up 

and couldn't face it?" 

I knew it! He even winked! This cat's a real text-
4 

book case. 

"What's your name?" 

Can't you read? You've got my name, rank\^and serial 

number right there in your sweaty little hand, you slimy 

maggot. 

"Oh well, no matter. Surely there's something you want 

to talk about. How was your childhood?" 

Shades of Freud! John Dillinger was the victim of 

improper potty training. You, great healer, are a complete 

cornball. 

"Orderly." 

"Yes, sir?" 

"Has he said anything since he's been here?" 
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"Only some mumbling while he was under pentathol, but 

nothing I could make out." 

"O.K. Thanks. So, you're the strong silent type, eh?" 

Flattery will get you nowhere. You had better start 

using a better grade of butter. 

"Well, lets see what we know about you. Not much. 

Name, age, no address, no money." 

Always prepared. That's the Boy Scouts' marching song. 

Anything else you find out, you're going to have to find out 

for yourself. I hope that the member of S.F.'s finest who 

picked my pocket doesn't spend it all in one place. He 

might flood the local economy. Oh well, alive or dead 

you're still a pigeon. 

"I do ^o wish you would talk to me. I can't help you 

until you do." 

That's a good approach. Get all earnest and concerned. 

Win my confidence and sympathy. You're really trying so 

hard. 

"You've got to talk to me before we can do anything." 

Good p o i n t W h a t are we going to do, or rather what 

am I_ going to do?) If I don't talk they'll probably stick 

me in the laughing academy and I might never get out of 

there. If I open up to this clown, he may certify me sane 

and then I'll go to jail. Better take it a little at a 

time so I can convince him I'm all cured and he did it. 

That'll be a good trick. Most of these types don't believe 
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in cures, they just want to "make you aware of your problem 

so you can live with it." Before I get through with him, 

he may be as nutty as a fruitcake. Come to think of it, 

he probably already is. Most of these characters get into 

the business because they're already fouled up. 

"Well, I've got to run along now. When you have any-

thing to say, I'll be glad to listen." 

"How's it going, doc?" 

"Not too well. He just stares at the ceiling and 

that's all." 

"Wonder what he sees up there." 

"No telling. Well, so long and remember what I said." 

Ah, a nice confidence-inspiring pat on the arm I 

really ought to give him a little teaser. What shall I 

say? Oh, I've got it! "So long, shithead." 

"Hey doc! You hear what he said?" 

"How could I help it? But just think, we've broken 

through!" ^ 



BIRD OF PARADISE 

"I hope you had a good night's sleep. Now, if you feel 

like it, we can have a nice long talk." 

Oh no. No. It's not going to be that easy. Miracles 

take a while to perform, and you're going to perform a real 

miracle on me. You've just taken the bait but I'm not ready 

to set the hook. 

"What shall we talk about? I know! You just talk 

about whatever you like. I'll just listen." 

You'd like that, wouldn't you? Just pour my poor tor-

mented soul out to you. Not yet. You're going to really 

have to work this time. I think I'll just count the holes 

in the ceiling. By that time you'll be glad to hear me 

talk. On second thought, I'll count them twice or three 

times just to make sure I'm right. One, two, three, --

"Nothing to say? Well, sometimes it's a little hard 

to get started." 

Thirty-four, thirty-five, --

"Maybe I'll just start the conversation and then you 

can join in whenever you like." 

Fifty-one, fifty-two, --

"How do you like it here?" 

Sixty-eight, sixty-nine, --
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"Would you like a cigarette? I think I'll have one." 

Eighty-three, dirty bastard, eighty-four, --

"Ah! Nasty habit, but it does give pleasure. Really, 

won't you have one?" 

One hundred. Get out the thumbscrews, why don't you? 

One, two, --

"Would you like a glass of water or something?" 

Twenty-nine, thirty, --

"Would you like to talk about your childhood?" 

Fifty-five, fifty-six, --

"Family?" 

Sixty, sixty-one, --

"School?" 

Sixty-eight, sixty-nine, --

"Girls?" 

Seventy-three, lecher, seventy-four, --

"Men?" 

Eighty-one, pervert, eighty-two, 

"Work?" 

Eighty-nine, ninety, 

"Politics?" 

Ninety-nine, two hundred. One, --

"Religion?" 

Nine, ten, --

"Well, it seems that you haven't much to say today. 

I'll run along, but I'll be back to see you later. Remember 
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that the sooner you talk to me, the sooner we can get 

something accomplished." 

Thank God! I thought he'd never leave. If I actually 
4 

had to count all of them, I really would go crazy. Let's 

see. The tiles have fourteen holes on each side so that 

makes, uh, one hundred and ninety-six per tile. How many 

tiles are there? Boy, I've really got him this time! He 

thinks he'll make me count holes until I'll jump at the 

chance to talk to him. Lets see, one, two, three, --

"Say, doc. You think you are getting through to him?" 

"I don't know. I wonder if he ever hears me. His 

eyes move some, but I just don't know." 

"He can talk though." 

"Yes, that's true. But only when he wants to." 

"And he did come in under his own power. So we know 

he can move whenever he wants to." 

"Yes. He seems to be isolating himself, but I don't 

know whether it's just withdrawl or a manifestation of 

hostility." 

"There's no telling what he might do." 

"Better keep an eye on him. Say, why don't you put him 

in one of the group rooms with a few of the other patients 

a little later on? Let me know when you do, though. I 

want to observe him through the viewer." 

"Can I watch too?" 

"Sure." 
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"About an hour be all right?" 

"Yes, fine. See you in about an hour, then." 

"So long." 

I wonder if they'll starve me into submission. I could 

eat a horse. Maybe they'll assume I won't eat and just feed 

me through the arm. Still nothing solid, but I'll stay 

alive. Guess that's the price you have to pay for a job 

well done. Nothing to do but sleep. 

"Come on, wake up." 

Meal time? Quit shaking me! 

"Get out of bed." 

No food? 

"Come on, get up." 

Nope. You want me up, you'll have to pick me up. You 

want me to go anywhere, you'll have to carry me. I'm sick, 

sick, sick. 

"Hey, bring a wheelchair and help me get him into it." 

Going to take me to the park? Not likely. Maybe the 

dungeon, but not the park. 

"We thought you might like to meet some of the other 

patients. They get together and have a social hour every 

day." 

Oh, I get it. Recreation time. Around the block in 

eighty days with the cerebral palsy band. 
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"Here we are. Why don't you talk to some of these 

people and get to know them?" 

Ah ha! The plot thickens! Either there are stooges 

among them or you and the crackpot will be watching and 

listening. I'll not be foxed out that easily. No sir! 

Man, some of these characters are some buggy. Cheez! 

Maybe I can listen and pick up a few helpful symptoms. Slip 

in a little of this, a little of that, a little of some-

thing else. I'll really blow his mind.. That quack will 

probably write a book about me and make a mint. God damn! 

That parasite's going to make a fortune off me and I'll get 

nothing. They'll bleed you dry every time. Haven't got 

a chance. Vampires! Wherever you turn, vampires! Sons 

of bitches! All of them! World made out of U.S. grade 

"A" shit. Ruled over by those bastards. Exploit the poor 

slob. Bleed him dry. Take all, give nothing. Knee deep 

in the big Muddy and the bosses say "move on." Cross on 

dead bodies and never get their feet wet. I've got to get 

out of here. Fast! 

"Time to go back to bed. Enjoy the converstion?" 

Don't bug me! 

"The doc'll be back in a little while." 

Good. It's time to get started. The sooner I get out 

of this hole, the better I'll like it. I don't even have a 

fighting chance in here. I'll wait until he starts in and 

gives me an idea and then I'll tell him just what he wants 
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to hear. He'll be so proud when he cures me. Probably his 

first. Give a shit! Let him gloat. At least I'll be out 

of here. Got to be careful, though. Got to let him con-

vince me and then himself. 

"Hello again. Hope you've been staying out of trouble. 

(Chuckle, chuckle)" 

My, my! You're a bright one. 

"I hope that you've decided to trust me." 

"I have." Oh, he's a real Boy Scout. And that sur-

prised look on his face! I hope a bug flies into his mouth. 

"Well, I'm so glad. You've given me a few anxious 

moments 

That's a real surprise. I had no idea! 

"Now that we're friends, you know that you can talk to 

me with complete confidence." 

"Yes, I realize that now. I wasn't sure I could trust 

you before." Just don't ask me for a loan! 

"What would you like to talk about?" 

"Oh, I don't know. I don't know where to begin or 

what's important." Come on! What do you want to hear? 

"Letb start at the beginning, and everything's important." 

"You mean with my.childhood?" A little wide-eyed in-

nocence always helps. 

"Yes." 
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"Well, the first thing I can remember is 

Oh, those understanding nods, those sympathetic grunts! 

They could charm a cobra. Be sure to take it all down. 

I don't think I could tell it the same way twice. 

"You were twelve at this time, is that right?" 

"Yes." 
4 

"That should do it for today. I'll be in again to-

morrow morning and we'll pick it up again." 

"Fine." God! I thought we were going on forever. 

I was about to run out of ideas. At least I can stock up 

and plan my story before tomorrow. Now maybe they'll bring 

me some solid food. 

"I'm glad you and the doc are getting along better 

now. He was getting worried." 

"Really?" What a surprise! 

"He told me to give you these tests and puzzles to 

work on. Take your time. You'll be given some different 

ones later on." 

"O.K." Let's see. If I foul up on these tests and then 

do the others up brown, I ought to be home safe. I'll sure 

get a good night's sleep. I'm tired already. Now, how 

to foul up these tests? 

"Good morning. How do you feel?" 

"Fine." 

"Had breakfast?" 

"Yes." 
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"Good. Now, you were twelve when we quit yesterday. 

Do you remember where we were?" 

"Yes. By the way, how did I do on the tests?" 

"Oh, it doesn't matter. They were just preliminary 

tests. You will be given more later." 

"Oh, good." I must have really fouled them up. Phase 

one was a success. 

"Now, just relax and tell me the things as you remember 

them." 

"Let's see. I was twelve and I was about to tell you 

about the 

"You certainly have a good memory for details. It 

seems that you and your mother had a very close if at times 

strained relationship. We've been at this for some time. 

Would you like to continue this tomorrow?" 

"No. I'm not at all tired. I'd rather go on now." 

If I don't get through all this crap soon, I may rot my 

brain. The sooner I get finished, the sooner I get out. 

"Very well, pick up where you left off." 

"O.K. It seemed like college was both different from 

and similar to the outside world. In both places there were 

people who were always trying to Jesus! Every time I 

think about it I get mad. I've got to keep my temper and 

stick to the scheme. Give him just what he wants. I'm 

smarter than him and his kind will ever be. I'm smarter 
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than the ones who always try to beat me down. That's why 

they do it! They're afraid that I'll be better than them. 

I'll show them, I'll--No! Keep cool. First things first. 

"I don't know about you, but I'm getting tired. It's 

been a long day." 

"Yes, I think I'd as soon continue tomorrow." 

"Fine. First thing in the morning then. Let's pick 

it up when you decided to come out here." 

"Good enough." 

"See you in the morning." 

He's not really such a bad sort. Just gets all huffy 

if you don't play the game his way. Probably never grew 

up. Always had things his way and saw no reason to change. 

All in all, though, I think I'm a much more rounded person. 

Anyway it's good to have somebody to talk to. He doesn't 

exactly make sparkling conversation, but he's a damn good 

listener. Nice to have somebody listen for a change. As 

long as he hears what he wants to hear he's happy. That's 

the way it's going to be, too. As long as he's happy, I 

get out. What happens then I worry about when I get there. 

One thing's sure though. Nobody's going to push me around 

anymore. One pigeon's going to fly the coop. They're not 

going to bleed me anymore. And they're not going to keep 

me down. I'm going to the top and then shit on all of them. 

Bet they won't like it, but I'll love it. Going to go back 
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and ruin everybody who did me wrong. I'm going to do it 

and they'll know 1̂  did it. How I'm going to love itl No-

body'11 shit on me again. Anybody who doesn't smile and 

say "yes sir" I'll crush. I'll be holding the whip. Me! 

"Here's your dinner. I'll be back for the dishes 

later." 

"Would it have taken any longer to say sir?" That 

pea-brained blockhead doesn't know who he's talking to. 

"You're a million laughs." 

"Think so?" I'll deal with him later. He's on my list 

now. He'll get his! But first I've got to eat and think 

and sleep. Got to get out before I can do anything. 

"Good morning. Shall we continue? I think we can 

finish this phase and give you some more tests today." 

"Whatever you say. As I recall, I had decided to come 

out here. It seemed like the only thing left to do because 

I --" 

Remember! Give him what he wants now. Keep cool. Got 

to play it cool to get out. That's the first thing. Don't 

hate anybody. Don't get mad. Don't foul up. 

"Well, that brings everything up to date. One thing 

puzzles me, though. Why were you so withdrawn when you 

came in here?" 

"I don't really know. I was not conscious when they 

threw me in the tank. I thought I was dead. When I came 

to, my mind was not very clear and my coordination was off. 
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Then the cops came in and they weren't very concerned. So 

I decided not-to cooperate. I didn't know what to expect 

and I was mad. I had to size things up first." 

"Oh, I see. Here are some more tests. I'll pick them 

up later on and see you again tomorrow. Just rest this 

afternoon and get a good night's sleep. If you need a 

sedative, ask the orderly." 

Now I can plan for when I get out. They put me through 

hell and now I'm going to do them one better. First I'll 

do these tests. I'll show him he's cured me. Lets see 

now. Number one. 

"Have a good rest?" 

"Yes, thanks." 

"From what you told me. I find that you are a rather 

negative and somewhat bitter person. Why is that?" 

"I think of myself as realistic rather than negative. 

As for the bitterness, that comes from hard knocks. You 

can bet that Mary Sunshine didn't live m£ life." 

"You always seem to be down on something--against 

something," 

"I talk and think about the bad things because they 

need changing. Why talk about the good things? They're 

all right as they stand." 

"That seems reasonable enough. Your tests show great 

improvement. I think you were just confused and depressed. 
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You probably didn't know what you were doing that night 

you--well, you know." 

"I think you're right." That's exactly what you're 

supposed to think. Obviously it hasn't dawned upon you that 

you are dealing with a clearly superior mind. I had you 

right from the start. You had no idea who you were dealing 

with. 

"With time, rest, and good care you will be just fine 

and that's what I'll put in the official report. Now, if 

you're ready, I have a surprise for you. Come with me." 

"A surprise?" What the hell has he got up his sleeve 

now? 

"Yes. Just follow me. There's someone here to see 

you. Someone I know--let me open the door--someone you're 

just dying t o — M y God! Orderlies! Grab him! Quick! Help 

me!" 

Christmas. Tearing into packages. Throwing the paper 

and boxes around. What a mess. Beautiful mess. Makes the 

world seem all good and happy. Inside sticky, red, beau-

tiful. Fingers ripping, tearing. Teeth sinking in. Bite, 

tear, smash. Wonderful. Warm, sticky. Hand grabbing, 

pulling me. Why? It's time. Christmas morning. Makes 

you feel good. Can't spoil it. Already over. Can't--

"Come on. Let's play ball." , 
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"O.K. I'll get my bat and glove. Boy, I feel good. 

We'll murder those guys." 

"Yeah! With you on our team we'll knock 'em out of 

the park. Can I carry your bat?" 

"Sure. When we get through lets go down and swim in 

the creek." 

"Boy, that'll be great. Get all cooled off. Maybe 

catch some frogs." 

"Yeah. Go scare the girls with 'em." 

"Yeah." 

"Boy, summer's great ain't it? Playin' ball and 

SwiBimin' and no school." 

"And no girls!" 

"Like Cindy? I hate her!" 

"I love you." 

"Do you?" 

"Yes. Do you love me?" 

"Yes." 

"I'm so glad." 

"Boy, look at those stars. Millions of 'em. All 

shining just for us." Oh, the soft grass, the gentle 

breeze, the crickets. The smell of flowers in the air. The 

sweet, musky smell of her hair and body. Slowly, gently 

roll over on your side. Stroke her hair, her cheeks. Kiss 

her on the lips. Tenderly, slowly, warmly. Long kiss. 

Keep kissing her while you move your hand down to her 
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shoulder. Ease it down onto her breast. Slowly, casually. 

Don't scare her. She likes it! Gently rub and squeeze. 

Both of them. Kiss her again. Passionately. Rub her 

stomach. 'Round and 'round. Press down gently. 'Round 

and 'round. Lower each time around. Slip your knee between 

her legs. Press it up. Stroke her thighs gently. Inside, 

outside. Move up. Rub, press. Massage. Move up again. 

Breasts. Under the cloth warm, smooth, soft skin. Moist, 

sweet, waiting. Yearning. She reaches down. It's ready. 

See? Because we loved each other and wanted to. On the 

soft, green grass. Under the stars with crickets for music. 

Feels good, warm, soft. Wonderful. Ecstasy. I'm a man and 

she's a woman. It's all ours. Together. Again and again 

we--

White uniforms, spokes glinting in the sun. 

But I've got to go. I'll see you often. Every weekend. 

After I get out of college we can get married. O.K.? Fine, 

it's all settled then. I'll miss you too. 'Bye. 

Never did like the telephone. Got to go see her. Make 

her understand. She's not strong. She'll cry and get my 

shoulder wet. She'll need a strong shoulder to cry on. 

It'll always be there. Got to go to college so I can get 

a good job and provide--

"Yes, I know. Bare hands." 

"He seems happy enough. He smiles almost all the time." 
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"He probably doesn't even know where he is. Doesn't 

know the difference." 

"Sure I'll come back. It'll make no difference be-

tween us." 

"Are you sure? You might meet' somebody else at college 

and forget me." 

"No I won't. I love you and you love me. What else 

do we need?" 

"That's right. We've got each other and that's the 

important thing." 

"Sure. And when I get out, we'll-- ! 



PART II 

WILLIAM JAMES AND HENRY BERGSON 

A. James' Concept of the Stream of Consciousness 

When William James published his Principles of Psychol-

ogy > there was included a section dealing with the "stream 

of consciousness." This revolutionary idea was not just a 

concept in psychology but also a new view of what man 

really is. 

The basic element of the "stream" is that within each 

man "consciousness of some sort goes on" and "states of 

mind succeed each other in him."^ What this process of 

thought is cannot be defined, so it is said simply that 

thought goes on. Of this thought, four characteristics 

can be set forth: 

1. Every 'state' tends to be a part of, personal 

consciousness. 

2. Within each personal consciousness, states are 

always changing. 

3. Each personal consciousness is sensibly continuous, 

1William James, Psychology (Greenwich, Conn., 1963), 
p. 147. 
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4. It is interested in some parts of its object to 

the exclusion of others, and welcomes or rejects--chooses 

from among them, in a word--all the while.2 

The statement that every "state" or "thought" is part 

of a "personal consciousness" means that though the indi-

vidual may realize that he is in a particular "state" or is 

having a particular "thought" he cannot share it or even 

adequately describe it. It belongs to the individual alone 

and is owned by that individual's personal self. The per-

sonal self is that which cannot be visualized, defined, 

shared, or duplicated by any human being. It is a singular 

quality of the human being which is responsible for the 

rt 

uniqueness of the individual and his mental processes. 

By "consciousness is in constant change" is meant 

that no one state of mind has any temporal duration. No 

one state of mind can recur and be identical with what it 

was before nor can it be willfully duplicated. Even if an 

external situation could be identical with one before, the 

emotional state of the person could not be identical with 

the one before and therefore the state of mind in response 

to the situation could not be the same as a previous one. 

For states of mind to be similar is possible, but to be 

identical is impossible. Each sensation has an effect upon 

the mind and therefore alters it even if very slightly. 

Within the life span of an individual are countless separate 

2Ibid., p. 147. 5Ibid., pp. 147-148. 
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sensations which are partially retained by the mind. Each 

sensation forms a portion of the mind's wealth of experience 

and these experiences determine how each new situation will 

be reacted to by the mind. No experience is completely lost 

nor wholly retained. It is analagous to a drop of water in 

a river. It is not an entity in itself but goes to form 

the whole. Just as each drop of water slightly changes 

the character of the river, so each sensation slightly 

changes the character of the mind.4 

When James said that "thought is sensibly continuous," 

he defined continuous as without "breach," "crack," or 

"division." The only "breaches" which could occur would 

be either interruptions in the form of time-gaps or breaks 

in the content of the thought so abrupt that what followed 

had no connection with what went before.5 

The statement that consciousness seems continuous 

means two things: 

1. When there is a time^gap, the consiousness often 

feels as if it meshes with what went before it so that the 

two make a whole. 

2. The changes in the quality of the consciousness from 

one moment to the next are never absolutely abrupt. 

4Ibid., pp. 148-150. 5Ibid., p. 151. 6Ibid., p. 151. 
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A person could have warm feelings for another person 

for a span of time. Should the two be separated for a 

period of time in which they rarely thought about each 

other and then meet again, they would once again have warm 

feelings for each other. The warm feelings after the time-

gap and the feelings before the time-gap would mesh so as 

to continue the regard one feels for the other. In this 

way, the consciousness of feeling is continuous in spite 

of temporal separation.'' 

If a loud noise breaks one's consciousness of silence, 

it does not abruptly cause a disjunction. The noise does 

not remove the memory of the silence. The awareness of the 

noise blend together into a noise-silence contrast. The 

feeling involving the noise is quite different from that 

involving another noise closely following the first. The 

noise itself does abolish and exclude silence, but the 

feeling of the noise is also a feeling that the silence 

has departed. Man cannot be so limited to the present that 

he has no consciousness of what went before.® 

In the general view of the "stream of consciousness,"9 

it is apparent that different parts move at different paces. 

The rhythm of language illustrates this,whether verbal or 

written. Consciousness (and thought) is composed of 

7Ibid., p. 152. 8Ibid., p. 153. 9Ibid., p. 152. 
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"substantive" and "transitive" states of mind.10 The sub-

stantive parts are composed of sensorial imaginations of 

some sort which can be held before the mind indefinitely, 

and contemplated without change. The transitive parts are 

composed of thoughts of relations, static or dynamic, that 

generally obtain between the matters contemplated in the 

area of the substantive. It appears, then, that thinking 

tends to lead from one substantive area to another through 

the transitive. In this way, the consciousness is con-

stantly rearranging itself.H 

There are other modifications of consciousness that 

are as important as the transitive states, and just as 

cognitive. These are called the "fringes."12 These are 

the rapid premonitionary perspectives of patterns of 

thought not yet fully realized. This fringe has the same 

relation to a matured thought not yet expressed as mature 

thought has to speech or writing. This is the pre-thought 

area of consciousness just as the thought is the pre-speech 

area of communication.^ 

Through this fringe, just as through perception, cer-

tain sensations come into the consciousness. These 

sensations become the topic of thought about which all the 

IQlbid.,.p. 153. 11Ibid., pp. 153-155. 

1 2Ibid., p. 156. 13Ibid., p. 156. 
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members of the thought revolve. Relation to this topic 

or interest is even felt in the fringe, and this relation 

is concerned with harmony and discord, with furtherance 

or hindrance of the topic.^ 

The last peculiarity of the process of thought or its 

"stream" is the phenomenon of selection. More than accen-

tuating or emphasizing certain perceptions, the mind 

ignores some in deference to others. The senses are organs 

of selection and pick out those things which fall within 

their range and interest. The mind then selects from these 

sensory impressions which invade the consciousness those 

things which are meaningful to it. This selection by the 

mind may be voluntary or involuntary. Then, these impres-

sions are connected and are either used or relegated to 

memory or both. In this way, the mind and its consciousness 

makes order and use of the potential chaos of perceptions 

and sensations bombarding the mind.^ 

B. Bergson's Theory of Consciousness 

According to Henri Bergson, man naturally inclines to-

ward materialism because he tends to think, in terms of 

space, for man is by nature a geometrician. But time is 

as basic as space, and time holds the essence of life and, 

perhaps, all reality. What has to be understood is that 

time is an accumulation, a growth, a duration. Duration 

14Ibid., p. 157. 15Ibid., pp. 161-163. 
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is the continuous progress of the past which moves into the 

future and enlarges as it advances. The past is entirely 

prolonged into the future and abides there as an acting 

reality. Duration means that the past endures and nothing 

of it is lost. Man thinks with only a small segment of 

the past, but it is with the entire past that man desires, 

wills, and acts. Since time is an accumulation, the future 

can never be the same as the past. Each moment is not only 

new but also unforseeable, and change is extremely radical. 

That geometrical predictability which is the goal of a 

mechanist science is merely an intellectual delusion. For 

a conscious being, to exist is to change, to change is to 

mature, and to mature is to go on creating the self 

1 f\ 

endlessly. 

In man, memory is the vehicle of duration, and through 

it much of the past is actively retained so as to come forth 

as alternatives for every situation. As the memory grows 

older, its scope widens and its heritage enriches. This 

generates a variety of responses and these responses gen-

erate consciousness, which is the rehearsal of response. 

Therefore, a living being is a center of action which re-

presents a sum of contingency entering into the world; that 

is to say, a certain quantity of possible action. Man is 

*6Henri Bergson, Creative Evolution (New York, 1911), 
pp. 5, 6, 7, 15. 
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not a passively adaptive machine, but rather a focus o£ 

redirected force, a center of creative evolution.^ 

If determinists were right, and every act was the 

automatic and mechanical result of pre-instinct forces, 

motive would flow into action. Instead, the choice is 

difficult and requires resolve and effort to overcome men-

tal and emotional inertia. If man was a programmed machine 

or a trained animal, life would be a series of predictable 

responses to stimuli. But consciousness breaks the routine 

and sets man f r e e . 

Mind is not identical with brain. Consciousness de-

pends upon the brain for the brain is a system of images 

and reaction-patterns. Consciousness is the recollection 

of images and the choice of reactions. The course of a 

stream is distinct from the bed, although the stream must 

adopt the bed's winding course. The consciousness is dis-

tinct from the organism which it animates, although it 

must undergo the organism's variations in purpose.*9 

Nevertheless, man seems to think of mind and thought 

in terms of matter and brain. The part of the mind which 

is called the "intellect" is a constitutional materialist 

17Ibid., pp. 179, 262. 

l^Henri Bergson, Matter and Memory, translated by Nancy 
Margaret Paul and W. Scott Palmer (London, 1950), 
pp. 242-244. 

19 Ibid., pp. 17-21. 
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and was developed in the process of evolution to understand 

and deal with material, spacial objects. From this field the 

material derives all its concepts and "laws," and its notion 

of a fatalistic and predictable universal regularity. The 

intellect, in the narrow sense of the word, is intended to 

fit the body it inhabits to the existing environment.2® 

If a man wishes to catch the flow and essence of life, 

he must stop thinking and gaze within himself and see that 

inner reality which he knows better than all else. Mind 

not matter, time not space, action not passivity, choice 

not mechanism, all are seen in their subtle and penetrating 

flow. This direct perception, this introspection, is in-

tuition. This is not a mystic process, but the most direct 

examination possible to the human mind. By direct percep-

tion, the presence of mind is felt; by intellectual 

circumlocution man arrives at the notion that thought is a 

movement of molecules in the brain. In this way, intuition, 

? 1 

more than anything else, beholds the heart of life. 

While it is true that James and Bergson were close 

friends, their ideas were developed independently. In 1905, 

James presented a paper on "La Notion de Conscience" at the 

Fifth International Congress of Psychology held at Rome. A 

French report of the proceedings stated that 

20Henri Bergson, An Introduction to Metaphysics, trans-
lated by T. E. Hulme (Eondon, 1912), pp. 7, 8. 

21Ibid. 
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No one is unaware--he has himself continually 
proclaimed it--of what our eminent philosopher, our 
master-analyst, M. Bergson, owed at the beginning 
of his career to the works of the Americans. It 
was first and chiefly under the inspiration of Ward, 
then to a small extent under the influence of William 
James, that the author of the Essai sur les donnees 
immediates de la conscience was led to his famous 
conception oT tKe internal stream, the dur*Se reelle 
of the deeper and ineffable self, to that psycho-
logical mysticism whose precise expression has been 
his glory. . . . If we have borrowed a psychology 
from America, we have given them back a philosophy, 
--for it was impossible to see in the paper of 
William James anything other than the Bergsonian 
doctrine of the primacy of action.22 

Such a statement would certainly lead one to conclude 

that there is at least a similarity if not an indebtedness 

involved in the concepts of the "stream of consciousness" 

and the "duree reelle." From Bergson came a prompt answer 

to the speculation. He wrote: 

The theory of the inner stream, or rather of 
the "duree reelle" . . . could not have been due to 
the influence of Ward, for I knew nothing of this 
philosopher, not even his name, when I wrote the 
Essai sur les donn&Ss immediates de la conscience. 
. . . I came to the reference to WillTam James, a 
philosopher my love and admiration for whom I can 
never adequately express. His Principles of Psy-
chology appeared in 1891. My essay . . . was 
worked out and written between 1883 and 1887, and 
published in 1889. At that time I knew nothing of 
James except his fine studies of effort and emotion. 
(I was not acquainted with the article which ap-
peared in Mind in January, 1884, which already 
contained a part of the chapter on the "stream of 
thought.")23 

22 
William 

Ralph Barton Perry, The Thought and Character of 
_ James (Boston, 1935) , Vol. II, p. 599. 

23Ibid., pp. 599, 600. 
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Obviously, the theories of the Essai could not have 

been drawn from James or Ward. While the description of 

the "stream of thought" and the theory of the "duree reelle" 

coincide in many places, the significance of each is dif-

ferent. The "stream" is clearly psychological in source 

and interest, but the "duree" is concerned with "homo-

geneous time," as one finds it among philosophers and 

mathematicians.24 Therefore, Bergsonian influence counts 

for nothing in the development of James' philosophy. The 
4 

similarity between the "stream" and the "dur£e" must be the 

result of the fact that the movement of ideas had been in 

evidence for years, and this arose from general and pro-

found causes.2^ 

The above evidence should put to rest the question of 

influence. Neither Bergson nor James made any claims to 

priority, but both were overjoyed to find a kindred spirit. 

C. Bergson's Theory of Fiction 

The primary intention of the "stream of consciousness" 

writer is to immerse himself completely in the stream of 

his character's consciousness so that he ceases to have any 

point of view of his own. This effort of the imagination 

may be called, in Bergson's terminology, "intuition."2(> 

24Ibid., p. 600. 25Ibid., p. 600. 

26Bergson, Introduction to Metaphysics, pp. 7» 8. 
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According to Bergson, there are two ways of knowing 

reality: one adopts a point of view in relation to an ob-
m 

ject and stops at the relative, while the other seeks an 

intuitive identification with the object in an effort to 

possess the original. This realization of the original is 

what the stream of consciousness writers purport to achieve. 

Therefore, Bergson expects a psychological writer to dispense 

with all conventions which detract from the original. It 

seems that when Bergson advocates the principle of complete 

identification between the artist and his subject so that 
"t/ 

he may enter into the inward life of things, he is suggesting 

something like the stream of consciousness technique which 

aims at giving a "direct quotation of the mincl,"27 

In the light of this observation, it seems that those 

critics who attack the new writer for having no point of 

view only show their ignorance of the real impulse behind 

the new fiction. In attempting to grasp by imagination 

the reality from within, the new writers cease to have any 

point of view in the traditional sense. Their object is 

to faithfully reproduce the internal rhythm of thought and 

experience of their characters. Literature which describes 

things and offers a summary of lines and surfaces is not 

realism but rather the furthest thing from reality. It 

abruptly severs communication between the present self, the 

past from which objects retain the essence, and the future 
27Ibid., pp. 3t 59. 
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in which it encourages a recapture of elements of the past. 

Therefore, the stream of consciousness technique is a re-

action against the traditional type of fiction and an 

attempt to render reality in its original aspects.28 

Language* though, tends to defeat the purpose of the 

stream of conscious writer, for it tends to present the 

fluid movement of perceptions, moods, and sensations in 

crystallized forms. Moods and sensations are blendings 

of elements impinging upon and conditioning present sensory 

impressions, all forming themselves into highly fluid states 

of consciousness ever merging into each other. In order to 

minimize the adverse quality of language, the new novelist 

uses highly fluid syntactical construction of sentences to 

evoke the original emotion in all its complexity. 

In memory alone is the self continuous and becomes a 

flowing river of consciousness. Memory, being a conditioning 

factor in all our mental processes, constitutes the essence 

of stream of consciousness fiction. Bergson's analysis of 

this phenomenon is based on the writer's handling of it. 

The formation of memory is never posterior to the formation 

of perception but rather contemporaneous with it. With the 

immediate and present data of the senses is mixed thousands 

28Ibid.. , p. 4. 

2^Henri Bergson, Laughter, translated by Cloudesley 
Brereton and Fred Rothwell (London, 1911), p. 152. 
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of details out of past experience. In most cases the 

memories replace the actual perceptions, of which a few 

hints are retained, thus using them only as means to recall 

former images. Even the length of the perception does not 

alter this process.30 

Bergson distinguishes between voluntary and involun-

tary memory. Voluntary memory is a product of reason and 

will, supplying only those images from the past which are 

useful. Involuntary memory has no such function for it, 

by its own nature, stores up the past. To the creative 

artist, the involuntary alone has any aesthetic value, for 

it forms the raw material of art. Its ways are capricious 

and its flow uncertain. It overpowers reason and conscious-

ness to reveal some inner depth of the soul. Thus the 

involuntary memory is the essence of psychological fiction, 

for it alone is capable of a perfect blending of the past 

and present.31 

Although Bergson admits that it is difficult to dis-

cover the principles underlying these two different tensions 

of memory, it is imperative for the psychological writer not 

to confuse them. Confusion can be avoided if the writer can 

achieve complete identification with the character's flow of 

32 
consciousness. 6 

SOfiergson, fttatter and Memory, pp. 24, 25. 

31Ibid., pp. 92, 95, 101. 32Ibid., pp. 219-222. 
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D. Conclusion 

From the preceding discussion, both similarities and 

differences between the theories of James and Bergson can 

be detected. It would seem in order to present a direct 

comparison of the relevant ideas of the two above mentioned 

philosopher-psychologists before launching into the theory 

and technique demonstrated in and by "The Aviary Trio." 

(1) Bergson and James 

For James, the theories he developed concerning the 

human mind and the continuity of consciousness were rooted 

in medicine and of value only in terms of psychological re-

search. Conversely, Bergson rooted his concept of the 

continuity of consciousness and "la duree" in metaphysics 

and viewed it as a philosophical perspective. Even so, 

Bergson and James had much in common. James held, as did 

Bergson, that the consciousness and mind act together as a 

memory bank which is constantly changing and from which no 

perception escapes. This active memory bank determines 

future action through past experience. At any given moment, 

the present may call up the past and carry it into the 

future. All past experiences are related but not actually 

connected. An experience can be drawn from the memory with-

out necessarily disturbing the others and then replaced 

without upsetting the continuity of the consciousness. In 

this way, James' "stream of consciousness" and Bergson's 

"duree" and "flux" are very nearly the same. In both 
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systems, all experiences are retained but no two are exactly 

alike due to the constantly changing character of the 

consciousness. 

In spite of these similarities, there are certain im-

portant differences. Even though James' "stream" and 

Bergson's "duree" are in some respects alike, they are also 

as different as time and texture. For James, the conscious-

ness is like a river. It is there and one can take from it 

and pour into it and nothing is upset. It is there and that 

is the primary thing. For Bergson, the river iŝ  there and 

he accepts that fact. But even more important than its 

being is the speed at which it flows. He concludes that 

this metaphorical river flows at different rates so that 

nothing can be encompassed by all time or everything can be 

encompassed by very little time or any combination between 

the two extremes. This is the essence of "lja duree rSelle''' 

or durational reality. Mental time and actual physical 

time are two entirely different things. 

Beyond this, Bergson embarked upon an expedition into 

the area of art. Here, he and James were no longer in con-

tact, for this was ground where James never chose to tread. 

In his discussions of art, Bergson spent much time setting 

forth theories on the writing of fiction. His ideal was a 

complete identification between artist and subject which was 

a supreme effort of the artist's imagination.33 This 

33fiergson, Introduction to Metaphysics» p. 6. 
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suggests an attempt by the artist to enter into the "move-

ment of the very life of things" and proposes the possibility 

of the stream of consciousness technique which aims at giving 

a "direct quotation of the m i n d . " 3 4 

Bergson further distinguishes between voluntary and 

involuntary memory. Voluntary memory is subject to reason 
j 

and will and is of practical value in every day life. In-

voluntary memory is the storehouse of impressions and 

experiences. It alone has any significance for the artist. 

Its aesthetic value lies in its supplying of the raw mate-

rials for artistic creation. It is perfect and can add 

nothing to its images without distorting them. The in-

voluntary memory is capricious and comes in unforseeable 

flashes. For this reason, only the stream of consciousness 

technique can even approximate the workings of the mind 

and blend essences of past and present.35 

(2) Theory of the Author 

The theory and technique involved in the writing of 

the stories in the "Aviary Trio" are a blend of Bergsonian 

and Jamesian perspectives, for through such perspectives 

the heart of life can be captured. Fiction need not be a 

stiff, posed photograph of a scene where the surface ap-

pearance is the primary objective. One can be told of 

34Shiv K. Kumar, Bergson and the Stream of Conscious-
ness Novel (New York, 1963), p. 20* 

35Ibid,t pp. 26, 27. 
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a character's name, appearance, age, past, friends, sur-

roundings, and conversations, but still not actually know 

the character. If an author wishes to write about flowers, 

he writes a book on botany; if he wishes to write about 

furniture, he writes a book on interior design; if he wishes 

to write fiction, he writes about people for people are the 

heart of the matter. But still, it is not sufficient to 

write about people. One must write people and their thoughts 

and feelings just as a painter paints people. Creation is 

the difference. To create a person, one must go far beneath 

the surface and give a genuine living, changing self. Any-

thing less is an approximation of a person. 

In creating a.character as a person, the prime goal is 

to make his mind work like a real person's mind works. In 

order to do this, the author must provide for the character 

those things which the character, as a freshly created per-

son, does not have. The character must have a mind, a past, 

memories, reactions, hopes, desires, love, hatred, frustra-

tion, neuroses, all the qualities of a human being. In 

order for this synthetic human not to be an anderoid, the 

author must, in a sense, become the character and the char-

acter become the author. In this manner, the character 

becomes a more or less ordinary human being since the author 

himself is more or less ordinary. If the character is 

pushed to an extreme, he reacts as a human being might be-, 

cause he might have been a human being. 
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Since the author is_ the character and the character 

is the author, the panorama of the purely stream of con-

sciousness work is that as seen by the central character. 

But this is an extreme. It is not necessary for the author 

to maintain only one point of view. This makes the author 

a bit of a schizophrenic but it accomplishes a purpose inso-

far as purely technical matters are concerned. The author 

has the right to change skins at will and this would seem 

to be perfectly legitimate for he can present his char-

acters from both sides-- inside and outside. No person ever 

sees himself quite as others see him, and this is extremely 

important to one's total image. 

In the actual writing of a story or creation of a 

character, the character must function as a genuine person 

functions. He must think and act realistically. Since a 

person's future is determined by his past, so must the 

fictional character's past determine his future. One per-

ception must be able to illuminate and be illuminated by 

past perceptions stored in the memory; a stimulus must be 

answered by a conditioned reaction; his thoughts and 

memories must be related in a continuous but not ordered 

manner. In short, the character's mind must behave as a 

real mind would and he must have a degree of control over 

it. He must further have a mind which does not adhere 

strictly to time as found on the clock. 
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Since the stream of consciousness type of fiction aims 

at creating real people from a mental standpoint, the writer 

must have a model to work from. The only mind available is 

his and he uses it to best advantage. In the case in point 

("The Aviary Trio"), the author's mind was fed through a 

creative meat grinder along with Bergsonian and Jamesian 

blueprints and came out as the mind of a different person 

who happens also to be a type of person. The thoughts and 

memories are the character's, but they could as well be 

someone else's. 

The preceeding statements will be further dealt with 

in the following section, which will be concerned with the 

stories themselves. 



PART III 

"THE AVIARY TRIO": APPLIED THEORY 

In the first story, "The Soaring of Condors, the Flight 

of a Stone," there is only one point of view presented. 

That perspective is the workings of the mind of the central 

and, for all practical purposes, only character. The actual 

time incompassed by the story is but a matter of seconds 

while the mental time is that of many years. This is a 

demonstration of Bergson's "dur6e reelle", which allows the 

mind to work at a pace independent of physical time. Further, 

the story demonstrates Bergson's idea of quoting directly 

from the mind, as well as James' view of the "stream of con-

sciousness." There is no actual spoken dialogue outside 

that as remembered by the character, and all memories are 

continuous and inter-related. One memory leads to another 

even though the memories may not actually be from the same 

time or experience. Keys open the doors to recollections. 

Some of the keys are in language and some are in general 

impressions. One word may lead to a memory or a pervasive 

feeling like frustration or hatred or a trick of the mind. 

In any case the result is the same. The valve is opened 

and memories flow out. Through these memories, the real 

inner self of the character is revealed. 
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It has been said that the character in this first 

story is not a real person but rather a type of individual. 

It has further been said that he speaks in cliches. Both 

criticisms are true but it should be pointed out that he 

was intended to be this way. Real people whether they be 

types or not tend to think and speak in cliches and other 

forms of colloquial language. Such being the case, the 

character is realistic if not real, for one could find a 

flesh and blood edition of such a character almost anywhere. 

In the second story, "Phoenix," there is a change in 

writing technique. Several minor characters are introduced 

who speak in rather conventional dialogue. Their function 

is to set the stage for the central character, whose attitude 

has been changed. There are short sections of uncontrolled 

memory on the part of this central figure which occur when 

he is not fully conscious. They are confused and ambiguous 

because his mind is not capable of clear thinking. When he 

is in possession of his faculties, though, he does not re-

member as much as just think and he speaks very little. As 

in any individual, his past conditions his present thoughts 

and his present determines his future. Once again, the 

thoughts are quoted rather than speech, for he does not ' 

speak until absolutely necessary. 

The relationship between teal and mental time is also 

altered, this stdtf is a demohsti-ation Of Veiry little men-

tal time being encompassed by £a* greater actual time, as 

was discussed by Bergson. 
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There is also an alteration in mental attitude in this 

story. As the thoughts and memories invade the semi-

conscious brain, certain unpleasant incidents arise. These 

incidents are lifted almost at random from the wealth of 

memories,but they serve a special purpose. The character 

was despondent and had no sense of personal worth in the 

first story. In the second story, his despondency changes 

to frustration and hostility due partly to the memories and 

partly to the fact that his suicide attempt was thwarted. 

As the style of writing changes, so does the personality 

of the central figure. He ceases to live in the past and 

begins to mold his own future. But still, the past is 

carried into the future and he cannot escape. 

The third story, "Bird of Paradise," continues in the 

same style as the second. The central character talks little 

but thinks a lot. Through his thoughts, an entirely dif-

ferent person from what his speech would indicate is revealed, 

Reality is conveyed through thoughts rather than spoken 

words. He gives one impression to the doctor, but he knows 

what he perceives as the truth. And through quotation of 

thought, the reader also knows that truth. The veils are 

stripped away and both sides of his personality are clearly 

visible. Through clever manipulation, though, he is able 

to use his knowledge to advantage and demonstrate the ex-

pected reactions to those around him. Aii is j>att of a 

plan, and it is Working beautifully* 
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Still, the past controls his private self. He cannot 

erase everything but his artificial personality, nor does 

he want to. He enjoys the hatred he feels and plots revenge 

upon the world. Everything seems to be going according to 

plan until he is confronted with something he has not anti-

cipated. When this happens, he loses control and joyfully 

vents all his stored venom and hatred. With hatred gone, 

his mind snaps and he goes back to the past, never to re-

turn. There is only one small difference. This time he 

lives in the past as he wishes it was. The present has 

fled with the paranoia and hatred. 

The three stories of the "Aviary Trio" demonstrate 

three different aspects of the Bergsonian-Jamesian view of 

the mind. First, the memories of the consciousness are 

continuous and inter-related, and there is a private self 

as well as a public self. Second, there is a time dif-

ferential between the mind and the physical world. Third, 

a quotation of the mind contains more truth than a spoken 

word. 

In using these three basic premises, the writer has 

attempted to show that they are valid in literature, that 

they are workable, and that they are more effective than 

conventional methods. 
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